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FIRST THINGS FIRST

How to read this Course
Thank you for purchasing my course. I promise you the best Program,
the best Course materials and the best support.
Here you’ll learn your new judgment enforcement business the same
way you learned how to type and how use a computer: By doing it, step by
step. If you’re tempted to take shortcuts, I hope you won’t. Think of
yourself as a craftsman. If you’re building a house, you begin with a good
foundation. Then build on it. You’ll need the right tools and materials. That’s
what I hope to give you here, and much more. If you’re like other successful people in this
business, you’ll need support at first. I certainly did. I would not have made it in this
business without help from others.
I’ve been in the Judgment Enforcement business for 18 years. I’m not an attorney, so I
can’t give legal advice. And I won’t. But I can share what I’ve learned, and what I think
are the best steps to learning judgment enforcement thoroughly and being successful.
You’ll have my help. I’ll show you the mistakes I’ve made, many of which everyone
makes when setting out in this business. You can avoid them. If I had this course when I
started, I would have saved myself 2 years.
I’ve worked in a number of states, and every state is the same in some ways, and each
has its little or even weird differences. When I didn’t know something, I researched it and
sought out help from others. You can too.
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This Course is just part of your Judgment Enforcement Program. There are more
lessons, as well as templates, forms, and procedures for each of the 50 states on our Forum
at JRSpecialists.ProBoard.com . The forum is one of your lifelines. Please use it.
You probably won’t need to read my course straight through. There’s a lot here, and
even more on the Forum. So, I’m recommending that you start
with the foundation. That you start by learning just 7 things:
1. What the business is
2. How to locate judgments
3. How to investigate the defendant/debtor
4. How to screen out crummy judgments and identify
the good ones
5. Identifying which of the 6 main methods of enforcing judgments to use
6. How to reach out to the plaintiff/creditor
7. How to get the judgments into your name so that you can enforce them.
This means that you don’t have to know everything to start. That’s good. Start simple
and grow. Then, when you find a good judgment (I’ll show you how to ID them in your
investigations) you turn to the section in this course and the information on the forum to
see how to enforce it. You’ll be doing your own research. You’ll be learning tons. You’ll
be getting frustrated. It’s a business, so get over it.
I’ll be as thorough as I can. If anything isn’t clear, you have my support through:
✓
✓
✓

personal mentoring,
my online meet ups.
ongoing Forum mentoring by myself and others, including templates and
certain specifics on your state’s rules and enforcement procedures.

Ask any question on the Forum or in our mentoring sessions, and I’ll be the best guide
that I can. I promise.
Now, let’s get started.

Peter Gilboy
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Disclosure: Every attempt has been made to verify the information provided. However, the
author, Peter Gilboy, can give no warranties and makes no guarantees to any purchaser or end
user of this Course. The purchaser or reader assumes all responsibility for the use of these
materials and information. No guarantees of income can be made. This Course is intended
for informational purposes only and must not be considered to be legal advice. It is not
intended to be a substitute for advice from a good attorney. It is solely intended to provide lay
information about how to enforce civil and small claims judgments. Laws and procedures can
change frequently, and they can be interpreted differently by different people. For specific
advice geared to your specific situation, consult an expert. No book, software or other
published material is a substitute for personalized advice from a knowledgeable lawyer
licensed to practice law in your state. The author shall not be liable for any errors or
omissions in the content, or for any reliance on the content, nor shall the author be liable for
any damages or costs resulting from use of, or reliance upon, this Step by Step Course.

Also Note:
The materials in this Course are protected under international and federal
copyright laws. No part of this publication may be reproduced or
transmitted in any way, including electronically, without the prior written
consent of the author. If you receive this Course through unlawful copying
or transmission, please notify PETER GILBOY. There is a $10,000 reward
at the time of prosecution, and an additional $25,000 reward upon
conviction.
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